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Flexibility of VHRC™ Series cart solution  
provides integration of medical devices in Electronic Medical Records adoption   

Mobile carts from GCX support myriad of mounting options for IT and patient monitors from one source  
 
PETALUMA, Calif. (Oct. 1, 2009) – The VHRC™ Series customizable cart solution from GCX Corporation 
lets hospitals integrate varied medical devices with new Electronic Medical Records computer hardware 
in a single system. 
 
The versatility of VHRC Series design helps simplify integration and interoperability of EMR products and 
patient monitoring systems. The range of mobile options is the newest offering from GCX, the 
worldwide leader in medical instrument and IT mounting solutions. 
 
THE VHRC Series enables mounting IT components and accessories with a wide variety of patient 
monitors. Storage and work‐surface options can be used to create a mobile workstation. Based on the 
GCX channel that has become the de facto standard for mounting devices in hospitals worldwide, 
modular assemblies allow a broad range of applications for an ever‐changing medical environment. 
 
Industry‐leading GCX capabilities for mounting patient monitors lend flexibility to the VHRC platform. A 
novel configuration integrates a flat panel display or a flat panel PC and patient monitoring system with 
a slide‐out keyboard with locking enclosure. 
 
VHRC Series design offers adaptability as systems evolve over time. Open architecture allows IT and 
clinicians to select and integrate new hardware on one platform. Customizable VHRC Series carts are 
constructed of strong aluminum columns on a durable base and casters. Field‐tested, proven GCX 
components offer prolonged product lifespan plus an efficient, space‐saving footprint. 
 
“The VHRC Series is fixed firmly in the eye of the storm of EMR adoption,” said Kevin Merritt, GCX 
marketing communication manager. “GCX is an established partner with the health care industry, 
offering one source for mounting any medical device or EMR technology. A complete presentation of 
the VHRC Series and common configurations is online at GCX.com, to help hospitals come up with the 
best solution by turning to one source: an experienced and helpful sales staff. ” 
 
Looking past EMR adoption considerations, GCX took into account daily, hands‐on applications for IT and 
health care professionals in development of its VHRC Series customizable cart solution, Merritt noted. 
Simple height adjustment of the integrated moving channel fits diverse point‐of‐care users. The highly 
adaptable, easily configured system addresses strict product specifications and stands up to demanding 
work environments. 
 
An intelligent, practical and cost‐effective solution that can be employed in an uncomplicated way, the 
VHRC Series customizable cart offers hospitals one tool to integrate hardware from one source, GCX 
Corporation.  

 



### 
 
About GCX Corporation 
GCX Corporation has been serving the health care industry since 1971, providing medical instrument and 
IT mounting solutions. Products are developed exclusively for the health care field and are marketed 
directly to hospitals. GCX also has custom product development relationships with Original Equipment 
Manufacturers. Major product lines include wall mounts, roll stands, ceiling mounts, countertop 
mounts, pole mounts and more, along with a variety of mounting accessories. GCX mounting solutions 
feature space‐saving, ergonomic designs to improve both equipment and patient access. 

More Information 
For more information, please contact Kevin Merritt, Marketing Communication Manager, GCX 
Corporation; 707.773.1100; kevin@gcx.com 
 


